Easily Extractable Meter (EXM)

Benefits of the Easily Extractable Meter (EXM)

- Extractable in less than one minute
- Safer than draw-out and socket meters
- Self-shorting CT connector
- Clearly marked wires
- Easier to install and half the cost of a draw-out meter
- Simplified field testing with integrated connectors

How to Choose Between EXM and Standard

**EXM:**

- Your company requires annual removal of meters for testing
- You would like to upgrade or retrofit legacy draw-out and socket meters with state-of-the-art digital technology

**Standard SEL Meter:**

- Your company does not require annual meter removal
- Your technicians perform in-panel testing
- You would like to upgrade or retrofit legacy draw-out and socket meters with state-of-the-art digital technology
- Lowest product cost is important

Making Electric Power Safer, More Reliable, and More Economical®
SEL Easily Extractable Meter (EXM)

Ten More Ways an SEL Meter Can Replace Any Meter

- Rack Mount
- Panel Mount
- Switchboard and Draw-Out Retrofits
- Hinged and Stationary Wall Mount
- Indoor Enclosure
- Projection Mount
- Outdoor Enclosure
- Integrated Solutions
- Switchboard
- Flush Transducer Mount
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